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This invention relates to improvements in illusion type 
picture mountings. In framing pictures, it is sometimes 
customary to use a deep frame, that is a frame which ex 
tends outwardly beyond the plane of the picture by a sub 
stantial distance in order to give an illusion of depth. 
This technique was not uncommon some sixty years ago, 
but contemporary modes of interior decoration favor a 
more bland treatment of picture frames, such as light 
colored or bleached Wood, and rather inconspicuous 
frames. 
The present invention has for its object a picture fram 

ing arrangement which creates the illusion of depth with 
out resorting to deep or heavy frames. 
The invention is particularly applicable to pictures 

which portray an object from an angle to the normal 
axis of projection. For example, in the case of a land 
scape or outdoor scene, the picture often portrays the 
scene from an elevation, so that the scene is one of look 
ing down on the subject. In such instances, a third di 
mensional impression, or illusion of depth, can be irn 
parted by the practice of my invention which has been 
found to be aesthetically desirable. This is particularly 
true in the case of comparatively small pictures for use 
in domestic interiors, such as those having a maximum 
dimension of from seven inches up to eighteen inches, 
representing an overall frame dimension of from ten 
inches up to twenty-two inches. 
An advantageous feature of my invention is that the 

illusion of depth can be matched to the particular angle 
of view, thus alfording a greater latitude of effect than in 
the case of the deep frames previously mentioned. 

According to my invention, I provide a mat assembly 
which involves the use of two or more rnats having oval 
or circular openings, the remote mat opening being slight 
ly smaller than the proximate mat opening, and the mats 
being mounted eccentrically to each other. 

Other objects, features and advantages will become 
apparent as the description proceeds. 
With reference now to the drawings in which like ref 

erence numerals designate like parts: 
FIG. 1 is an elevation of a preferred embodiment of 

my invention as applied to a downwardly looking scene; 
FIG. 2 is a section taken along line 2--2 of FIG. l; 
FIG. 3 is a front elevation of the mat assembly; 
FIG. 4 is a rear elevation of the mat assembly; and 
FIG. 5 is a vertical section taken along line 5-5 of 

FIG. 3. 
The frame picture of FIG. 1 includes the mounted pic 

ture 10, an oval frame 11 and a mat assembly 12, as 
shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. The parts are secured to each 
other by suitable means, not shown. 
The mat assembly includes two oval mats, a proximate 

mat 13 and a remote mat 14, the opening 15 of the proxi 
mate mat being of substantially the same shape, but some 
what larger than the opening of the remote mat. The 
mats are arranged so that the openings 15 and 16 are 
eccentrically disposed and so that there are coincident 
edges 17 and 18 at one point, and overlapping edges 19 
and 20 at another point, the extent of overlap gradually 
diminishing as one approaches the coincident points 17 
and 18. Thus a margin 21 of the remote mat 14 is ex 
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posed to the viewer, and the width dimension of the mar 
gin tapers down to zero. 

It is contemplated that the surface treatment of the 
mats i3 and 14 differ from each other, and preferably 
îjhaî1 the surfaces be contrasting in color, or texture, or 
ot . 

Thus, when one views the framed picture as a whole, 
in the case of the particular scene shown in FIG. 1, the 
impression is conveyed that the scene is being viewed 
through an oval opening from an angle which corre 
sponds more or less to the angle of view. In other words, 
one could assume that the opening is made in a wall of 
appreciable thickness, in which event the exposed margin 
21 would correspond to the projection of the edge of the 
opening upon the eye of the viewer. 

In the case of a picture which portrays an object which 
is viewed from a distinct side angle, the same illusion 
of depth can be obtained by arranging the coincident edges 
17 and 1S at the side instead of at the top, the particular 
side depending upon the angle from which the view is 
taken. In some instances, of course the frame can be 
arranged with its major axis in the vertical direction in 
stead of in the horizontal direction. For example, when 
the mat assembly of FIG. 3 is rotated 90° it shows a 
vertical oval at which the coincident edges are at the 
side. 
Although I have shown only a preferred embodiment 

of my invention it will be understood that various modi 
fications and changes may be made in the construction 
shown and described without departing from the spirit 
of my invention as pointed out in the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. A picture mounting comprising a picture, a frame 

therefor, and a mat assembly overlying said picture, said 
mat assembly comprising a remote mat and a proximate 
mat overlying said remote mat, and each having an open 
ing of substantiaily the same shape as each other, the 
remote mat opening being smaller than the proximate 
mat opening and said mats being mounted eccentrically to 
each other with the edges of said openings being coincident 
at one point and overlapping at an opposite point, where 
by a marginal portion of said remote mat is exposed, said 
exposed marginal portion decreasing in width as one ap 
proaches said coincident edge portions. 

2. A picture mounting as claimed in claim 1 in which 
said mat openings are oval. 

3. A picture mounting as claimed in claim 1 in which 
said mat openings are circular. 

4. A picture mounting as claimed in claim 1 in which 
said mats are of contrasting surface treatment. 

5. A picture mounting comprising a picture, a frame 
therefor, and a mat assembly, said mat assembly compris 
ing a remote mat and a proximate mat each having an 
opening of substantially the same shape as each other 
and as the frame opening, the remote mat opening being 
smaller than the proximate mat opening and said open 
ings being arranged ecentrically to each other and having 
coincident edges at one point and overlapping edges at 
an opposite point, whereby a marginal portion of said 
remote mat is exposed to View. 
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